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Abstract 
This article discusses the sick body in performance art and ethics, 
in Taste of Flesh/Bite Me I'm Yours, 2015 by London-based artist, 
Martin O'Brien, which was commissioned by The Arts Catalyst as 
part of 'Trust me, I'm an Artist', a Creative Europe funded pro-
ject exploring ethical issues in art that engage with biotechnology 
and medicine, such as medical self-experimentation, extreme body 
art, and art practices using living materials and scientific process. 
It considers the bodily categorisation 'sick', particularly in rela-
tion to when the markers for such categorisation are rendered 
invisible through illnesses, in this context, Cystic Fibrosis. 
Through performing this illness,  important ethical questions are 
raised for the performing 'sick' body, which include complicity, 
subjectivity and the situation-behaviour dynamics present be-
tween a performer and an audience.  
 

“Illness is the night-side of life, a more onerous citizen-
ship. Everyone who is born holds dual citizenship, in 
the kingdom of the well and in the kingdom of the sick. 
Although we all prefer to use the good passport, sooner 
or later each of us is obliged, at least for a spell, to 
identify ourselves as citizens of that other place.” [1] 
Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor, 1978 

 
Representations of the 'sick body' have dotted the scholarship 
of pain and, in her book Illness as Metaphor, Susan Sontag 
highlights the disparities between healthy and sick bodies that 
centre on victim blaming, which becomes evident in an analy-
sis of the language used to describe 'disease'. More recent 
scholarly research considers how diseases are used in artworks, 
revealing the ways used to express and mediate on the human 
condition, furthering Sontag's analysis on societal relations to 
the sick body [2]. The sick body, its categorisation, representa-
tion and articulation, seems a suitable point of departure when 
considering Martin O'Brien's, Taste of Flesh/Bite Me I'm 
Yours, 2015. When considered in relation to masculinity, the 
sick body is viewed as that which strips the male subject of his 
strength, presenting him as 'weak', 'vulnerable' and 'lacking'. 
All of these stereotypes are challenged by the artist through 
taking ownership of his regulated body through endurance-
based performance work.  

 
I was interested in furthering my research interests into 'the 

evolution of the body' within the discourse of performance art, 
alongside considering how the status of 'the body' is continual-
ly evolving alongside science and technology, and how this in 
turn,  informs both socio-cultural and political understandings 
of the body. This interest in bodily categorisations and defini-
tions, led to revelations about how bodies are governed (legal), 
managed (medicine), controlled (cultural), leading to conversa-
tions around the ethical, its relation to participatory perfor-
mance, alongside body ownership [3]. This exploration of body 
ownership led to the performance practice of Martin O'Brien, 
who, by staging his everyday experiences of being born with 
the congenital disease, Cystic Fibrosis (CF), brings both the 
sick body and illness into the performative. O'Brien brings 
tropes of CF into his performances by carrying out actions  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Taste of Flesh/Bite Me, I'm Yours, Performance by Martin 
O'Brien in London, April 2015. (© Martin O'Brien.) 
 
 
(cutting, coughing, piercing, bruising, wounding etc.) which 
have been adapted from medical procedures used to produce 
samples. These actions are staged as part of durational perfor-
mances and occur in front of an audience. Taste of Flesh/Bite 
Me I'm Yours was a slight departure for the artist as some as-
pects of the performance involved participation, one that re-
quired an active involvement from his audience.  

 
Taste of Flesh/Bite Me I'm Yours was performed over three 

hours and although a fear of contagion and its physical mani-
festation were a point of departure, it visualised this fear 
through employing some of the aesthetics associated with 
medical procedures related to treating and managing CF. 
Throughout the performance, the artist was chained to a fixed 
point, and it was from this fixed position a series of actions 
were repeatedly carried out. These actions included; painting 
circular marks with head, biting and being bitten by audience 
members, piercing the mouth with hypodermic needles and 
coughing up mucus into sample dishes. All of the actions elic-
ited a variety of response from the audience ranging from 
'shock' to 'disgust', 'nervous laughter' to 'wincing', but overall, 
there was a sense of empathic connection towards this body 
which endures beyond the art context where it was being wit-
nessed. The setting for this performance, a purpose-built and 
semi-contained quarantine room, created a space without a 
physical separation between the performer's actions and his 
audience. This led to a constant movement of people through 



the space and at certain points, allowing for an active participa-
tion, although there were no restrictions imposed on the audi-
ence entering and exiting (Fig.1). In performance-theatre 
scholar Fraser Ward's book, No Innocent Bystander: Perfor-
mance, Art and Audience, he describes experiences (and be-
haviours) that might otherwise be viewed as free of context i.e. 
acts of mundane violence or pathological behaviours which 
have been legitimated, due to their framing as art [4]. Ward 
goes on to further disseminate this point i.e. 'framing as art' by 
calling into question the ways in which and by the fact of such 
framing, extreme performance works due to their sheer una-
pologetic and seemingly disregard for ethics and audience, are 
readily attacked as playing out pathologies or deemed as fet-
ishistic [5]. 

Performances such as Taste of Flesh/Bite Me I'm Yours, 
which operate at intersections of the medical, socio-cultural 
and political, where the 'artist's body' naturally takes centre 
stage as both subject and object, with the sick body, spoken of 
in this context categorised medically (and culturally) as one 
that is disabled [6], raise important questions about how bodies 
are categorised, highlighting the complex relationships be-
tween the body and its governance. This bringing together of 
medical, social, cultural and political is not new within the 
genre of performance art, and whilst important work has been 
done historically, specifically in the field known as disability 
arts, a readdressing of the invisibility of these artists within the 
theoretical discourse of performance studies is still one that is 
ongoing. In framing the sick body in within the context of 
masculinity and emasculation due to illness, a discussion of 
disability is needed in order to reveal the nuances in trying to 
understand the complexities present in a work such as Taste of 
Flesh/Bite Me I'm Yours. A work that is staged by a disabled 
artist, in so far as the markers for disability to which the work 
might be attributed are invisible i.e. the sick body that looks 
well is made explicit through performing the illness, CF. Mar-
tin O'Brien's endurance-based performances, continue a line-
age in the history of (Western) performance art, that test the 
limits of the performing body through durational works. 
Alongside this, his works contest its status of 'sick' body by 
bringing this invisibility to the foreground, within this context 
of contemporary art.  

In Greek ethics, people were concerned with their moral con-
duct, their ethics in relation to themselves and to others. What 
they worried about, at the time, was to constitute a kind of 
ethics which was an aesthetics of existence. Today, an ethical 
framework for performance art is discussed in relation to ad-
dressing the limits of 'watchability' and 'bearability', longitude 
approaches towards administering informed consent, with re-
gards to how much information should be made available to an 
audience prior i.e. What do you consent to when you set out to 
be an audience member, especially when performances are of 
an extreme nature? In this regard, considering the ethical im-
plications of this artwork, through post-performance discus-
sions and audience feedback, the focus centred around how 
much information surrounding the 'biting-participation' se-
quence should have been made available to the audience prior, 
and whether or not this participation was more to do with shift-
ing power dynamics between O'Brien and his audience. I feel 
more inclined to conclude on a speculative note, by not ques-
tioning the artist's intentions, nor setting out moral codes of 
conducts as to what is watchable, bearable and acceptable. I 
consider this shift in power dynamics, through the notion of 
'collective gazing', which might have brought about an inner 

experience of the 'gazed-at' object (the sick body). All whom 
were present perhaps experiencing something similar, when all 
of our eyes point towards the same object, then, by perceiving 
another's gaze and following their line of regard to the gazed at 
object, this actually brings about a meeting of minds: at one 
level, people will share a similar visual experience of one as-
pect of the world, regardless of our varying ethical positions. 
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